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‘Man has walked the Moon’
Keith often engages with a little space
exploration nostalgia on moonlit evenings
and picks out where the first men walked on
the surface of the Moon. “And yes, man HAS
walked on the Moon...”, says this Dubai-based
astronomer.

Starry night Astronomers Stephen and Keith Cobby with their stargazing equipment at the Platinum Heritage Site

Wanderlust:
Star-struck by the
world beyond
Arti DAni
arti@khaleejtimes.com

I

n the popular TV series
Modern Family, the
character little Luke
once wondered why the
Dutch artist Vincent Van
Gogh painted Starry Night.
He eventually found comfort
with this answer, “Perhaps it’s
because the sky is so beautiful
and everyone likes looking at
it. It reminds us that someone
is watching over us.”
City Times decided to
go on a night drive with
Platinum Heritage Desert
Safari to explore the wonders
of Dubai’s starry night. We
were equipped with nightvision binoculars, head lamps
and some huge telescopes for
this adventure under the open
skies. We were advised to wear

full pants and closed shoes to
protect ourselves.
As soon as the sun sets, the
temperature comes down. As
the sky begins to darken, we
begin to spot some nocturnal
animals through our high-tech
night-vision binoculars.
What a refreshing feeling!
Being out in the open, away
from the hustle and bustle of
the city. It’s quiet out there and
the pitch black surroundings
allow your mind to wander
freely.
Our drive ends at an open
air camp, where there is a treat
awaiting us – a sumptuous dinner and refreshments.
However, it’s only after
dinner that we begin our ‘star
trek’ journey. Gazing at the
skies via our special gear we
spot blankets of stars, galaxies
and planets that we normally

Beginners guide to stargazing
We highly recommend contacting local astronomy
groups and to join them for calendar events like
meteor showers, observing planets, watching
comets or the crescent Moon and other seasonal
wonders. Young or old, the night sky never fails to
delight. Everyone needs to take a look.

wouldn’t be able to notice.
Solar energy professional,
conservation advocate and
astronomer Keith Cobby from
Platinum Heritage introduces us to various mysteries
and beauties of the sky and
beyond.
He then takes us on an
amazing cosmic journey as
he tells us about the history of
astronomy, and the impressive
legacy of astronomy in Arabia.

We enjoy the spectacular telescopic views of mesmerising
world beyond us including the
mighty planet Saturn, Mars,
distant galaxies and starforming nebula. One can also
marvel at Jupiter with its four
Galilean Moons.

For more information visit
info@platinum-heritage.
com (A part of your fee is
contributed towards local
conservation).

What is the relevance of Arabian nights. Is it
actually related to planets or just folklore?
Keith: The Arabian night, in particular, the
night sky, gives our guests a physical link with
the region’s legacy within modern astronomy.
With 60 per cent of the brightest stars retaining
their Arabic names, the legacy is as old as the
underlying culture. While the stars and planets
seen through the telescope offer a visceral
experience, a first for many, the stories that
accompany the constellations and seasonal
wonders send our guests back to a time when
science and imagination were developing handin-hand.

How does one go about watching celestial
bodies in Dubai?
To really explore the night sky requires much
a darker location, away from the bright lights
of the cities, and at a higher altitude. Seasoned
observers tend to go to the hills for an all night
observation. Some locations are well-known,
while others are well-kept secrets.

What is the takeaway from stargazing?
Keith: The aim of our astronomy experience is
to add something that we feel has a fundamental
connection with the region and also an
opportunity to see something completely
unexpected. The majority of our guests know
little about the planets and the Moon.

